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Abstract—As a key technology of 5G, network function vir-
tualization enables each monolithic service to be divided into
microservices, facilitating their deployment and management in
edge environments. One of the most critical issues in 5G is how
to support dynamically arriving mission-critical services with
low-latency and high-reliability requirements in distributed edge
environments. However, most existing works focus on how to
provide reliable services without considering latency, and their
heuristics struggle to cope with high-dimensional constraints and
complex environments with heterogeneous infrastructure and
services. In this paper, we propose a SafeDRL algorithm to
resource-efficiently support these dynamically arriving services
while meeting their reliability and latency requirements. Specif-
ically, we first formulate the problem as an integer nonlinear
programming and prove its NP-hardness. To tackle this problem,
our SafeDRL algorithm captures delayed rewards in dynamic
environments by reinforcement learning, and corrects constraint
violations with high-quality feasible solutions based on expert
intervention, and prunes unnecessary backup instances for opti-
mality. The algorithm is proved to have a bounded approximation
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ratio in general cases. Extensive trace-driven simulations show
that, compared with the state-of-the-art solution, SafeDRL can
save resource costs by up to 49.32% and improve the service
acceptance ratio by up to 55% with acceptable execution time.

Index Terms—5G, deep reinforcement learning, network
function virtualization, edge computing, mission-critical services.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS a key enabling technology for 5G, network function
virtualization (NFV) virtualizes hardware-based service

functions (SFs) into software, enabling SFs to be flexibly and
elastically deployed to commodity servers [1], [2], [3], [4].
Driven by virtualization technology, the microservice architec-
ture (MSA) separates each monolithic service into multiple in-
dependent microservices (called SFs next).1 Benefiting from the
loosely coupled architecture, services can achieve independent
deployment, fast iteration, and flexible management.

Recently, many mission-critical applications have urged
service providers to support low-latency and high-reliability
services. According to 3GPP reports [5], AR/VR requires
0.9999 reliability and 10 ms latency, while medical monitoring
demands 0.999999 reliability and 100 ms latency. However,
the service deployed on 5G edge sites (ESs) may experience
low reliability and high latency due to the following reasons.
First, each service consists of multiple SFs; the entire service
fails once an SF fails [6]. Second, the ES devices are low-end,
poorly maintained, and run in poor operating environments [7].
Finally, the component SFs of each service need to be deployed
to highly distributed ESs, which may experience high
propagation latency.

Backup is an effective way to improve service reliability.
Once an SF fails, the traffic is redirected to its backup. Then,
the failure is masked, and the service is maintained. However,
more backups will result in higher resource costs. Therefore,
many existing works have studied how to back up and deploy
services to meet their reliability requirements while minimizing
resource costs [6], [8], [9]. In these studies, reliability is de-
fined as the probability that a packet is successfully transmitted

1Microservice is a virtualized service function, which is also called VNF.
In this paper, we refer to them as service functions.
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Fig. 1. An example to illustrate the service provisioning with both reliability
and latency requirements.

from its source to its destination, where the service latency
requirement is ignored. This is reasonable for traditional ser-
vices with looser performance requirements, but not mission-
critical services with strict latency requirements. Considering
latency, reliability is defined as the probability that a packet
is successfully transmitted from its source to its destination
within a time period [10]. For example, as shown in Fig. 1,
there is a service consisting of three SFs, which requires 0.99
reliability and 10 ms latency. After they are deployed, traffic is
forwarded on path S →A→B → C, where A, B, and C are
selected as primary instances for forwarding traffic. To improve
service reliability to meet its reliability needs, we provide SF
B with a backup B′. In this way, once SF B fails, traffic is
redirected to SF B′ and traverses S →A→B′ → C with a
latency of 21 ms. This path is considered reliable when the
latency is ignored but unreliable when the latency is considered.
Therefore, ignoring latency in traditional work may lead to
service performance violations, resulting in frequent service
request rejections.

However, it is challenging to cost-effectively support dynam-
ically arriving services to meet their reliability and latency re-
quirements on limited and heterogeneous infrastructures. First,
service requests arrive dynamically, and current decisions may
affect future decisions due to limited resources, while future
services are unknown. Second, high-dimensional resource con-
straints hinder finding feasible solutions in the solution space
to satisfy the capacity, reliability, and latency constraints simul-
taneously. Third, heterogeneous service requests and limited
and heterogeneous infrastructure resources make it difficult to
extract empirical rules to guide optimal or near-optimal de-
cisions. For example, each ES has limited resources and has
different resource charges and hardware reliability. Each service
may be composed of different SFs with different reliability and
latency requirements, and each SF is heterogeneous in resource
consumption and software reliability.

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is designed to capture
delayed rewards in dynamic environments, while leveraging
deep neural networks to extract hidden rules behind complex
environments.2 As a result, several studies have investigated
how to leverage DRL for the resource-efficient deployment
of dynamically arriving services [12], [13], [14], [15] and
to ensure their reliability [9]. However, they fail to support

2Delayed reward. In dynamic environments, the current decision deter-
mines the immediate reward and the next state of the environment [11]. The
delayed reward is a metric to measure the benefits of the next state, which
indicates the impact of the current decision on the future, helping to achieve
higher long-term returns.

mission-critical services with latency and reliability require-
ments, while random exploration in DRL may frequently vi-
olate constraints. As an important branch of reinforcement
learning, safe reinforcement learning aims to learn policies
to maximize long-term rewards while respecting constraints.
Then, several works [16], [17], [18] have designed safety re-
inforcement learning algorithms based on human intervention
to correct actions that violate constraints. However, frequent
human intervention may involve high labor costs and subop-
timal solutions.

In this paper, we design a SafeDRL algorithm to resource-
efficiently support dynamically arriving services to meet their
reliability and latency requirements in heterogeneous infras-
tructures. To model all the features, we formulate the problem as
an integer nonlinear programming and prove its NP-hardness,
revealing its challenges. To capture delayed rewards in dynamic
environments, we exploit a typical DRL, called DDPG [19],
which can effectively handle our problem with continuous state
and large-scale discrete action and adapt it to our problem
with varying state and behavior sizes in a redundant way. To
handle the high-dimensional constraints, we design an expert
intervention algorithm based on our insights to correct actions
that violate the constraints. Moreover, for optimality, we design
a pruning algorithm to prune unnecessary instances in the action
that do not violate constraints, which can effectively avoid ex-
ploring those low-quality feasible solutions. Finally, we verify
the optimality, superiority, and practicality of our algorithm via
extensive trace-driven experimental results.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows.

• To our knowledge, we are the first to study how to support
dynamically arriving services with high reliability and low
latency requirements. To model all features, we formulate
this problem as integer nonlinear programming and prove
its NP-hardness.

• We design a SafeDRL algorithm to make backup, deploy-
ment, and primary instance selection decisions to meet
dynamic service requests while respecting constraints. The
core idea is integrating expert interventions to correct the
action that violates the constraints. Moreover, we propose
a pruning algorithm that prunes unnecessary backup in-
stances for optimality. The algorithm is proved to have a
bounded approximation ratio in general cases.

• Extensive simulation results driven by Alibaba trace show
that, compared with the state-of-the-art solution, SafeDRL
can save resource costs by up to 49.32% and improve the
service acceptance ratio by up to 55%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
introduces the related work. Section III formulates the prob-
lem we studied and proves its NP-hardness. SafeDRL is pro-
posed and analyzed in Section IV and evaluated in Section V.
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

We summarize related work into three categories and discuss
their drawbacks and differences compared to our work.
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A. Heuristics for Service Provision

There is a series of works [6], [8], [20], [21], [22], [23]
that have investigated how to support service provisioning cost-
effectively, and efficient heuristics have been devised based
on expert insights. As pioneers, Cohen et al. [20] investigated
how to deploy SFs for resource-efficient service provisioning.
Considering the latency requirement, Jin et al. [21] further
investigated how to deploy SFs to meet service latency require-
ments while minimizing resource cost. Moreover, considering
reliability requirements, Martin et al. [22] studied how to deploy
SFs resource-efficiently to meet service latency and reliability
requirements. However, how to provide backup for SFs is be-
yond their concern, which fails to support services with high-
reliability requirements. To facilitate these services, several
works [6], [8], [23] have studied how to back up and deploy SFs
to meet their service reliability requirements while minimizing
resource costs. However, they fail to meet services with low
latency needs. Moreover, the heuristic solutions they designed
make one-shot decisions and fail to capture delayed rewards in
dynamic environments, leading to suboptimal solutions.

B. DRL-Based Solution for Service Provision

DRL is designed to capture delayed rewards in dynamic en-
vironments, and it can utilize neural networks to extract hidden
rules from complex environments. Then, several studies [12],
[13], [14], [15] have investigated how to leverage DRL for
service provisioning. Considering service reliability, Jia et al.
[9] further studied how to deploy and backup services resource-
efficiently to meet their reliability requirements. However,
service latency requirements are beyond their consideration.
Moreover, the above DRL-based schemes only add a penalty
item in the reward to punish the behavior violating the con-
straint, which can hardly prevent DRL’s random exploration
from violating the constraint, especially for our problem with
high-dimensional constraints.

C. Safe Reinforcement Learning

Safe reinforcement learning, an important branch of re-
inforcement learning aiming at maximizing expected returns
while respecting security constraints, is critical for real-world
applications. Many research works [16], [17], [18], [24], [25]
have designed various security reinforcement learning algo-
rithms for different application scenarios. As pioneers, Altman
et al. [24] designed safe reinforcement learning based on linear
programming, which is applicable to tabular settings where
state-action pairs are enumerable. However, this fails to deal
with large-scale or even continuous actions and states. More-
over, Lagrangian multiplier methods [25] are used to penalize
actions that violate constraints, depending on the degree of
constraint violation. This applies when appropriate constraint
violations are allowed, but not for mission-critical applications
with demanding performance requirements. Finally, several
works [16], [17], [18] have designed human-intervention-based
safe reinforcement learning algorithms that aim to use human
knowledge-based interventions to correct actions that violate

Fig. 2. An example to illustrate the NFV-enabled edge computing system.

constraints. However, frequent human intervention may involve
high labor costs and suboptimal solutions.

The above works design rule-based or DRL-based solutions
for highly reliable or low-latency service provisioning. How-
ever, none of them considered how to provide low-latency
and high-reliability services in dynamic edge environments,
where existing work frequently violates service requirements
and suffers from resource inefficiency. Inspired by the safety
reinforcement learning algorithm based on human intervention,
we design an expert intervention-assisted DRL algorithm to
capture delayed rewards while holding constraints.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section outlines the system model, formulates the reli-
able service provision problem, and analyzes its complexity.

A. Primer

1) System Model: As shown in Fig. 2, our system consists
of three components [26] called services, infrastructure, and
service management and orchestrator (SMO), which can be
modeled as

Service. Each service consists of multiple SFs, which can
be implemented on commodity servers via virtual machines or
containers. In the NFV-enabled edge computing system (NFV-
ECS), service requests arrive one by one. Let i denote the i-th
service request, and I denote the set of service requests. Each
service i has reliability requirement Ri and latency requirement
L
i. Besides, each service consists of a set of SFs Mi, where

j-th SF is denoted as mi,j . Each SF Mi,j has software reliabil-
ity ri,j , requires computing resources ci,j , and forwards traffic
of size bi,j to its next SF.

Infrastructure. In NFV-ECS, there is a set E of ESs. For
each ES e ∈ E , its computing resource capacity and hardware
reliability are denoted by Ce and re, respectively. Let τe denote
the cost per unit computing resource on ES e [27]. These ESs
are connected by a set of overlay links L, each link (e, e′) ∈ L
having bandwidth capacity Be,e′ and propagation latency le,e′ .
Let κe,e′ denote the cost per unit bandwidth resource on link
(e, e′) [28]. Besides, the latency from the source of service i to
each ES e is denoted as lie.

SMO. Service management and orchestrator is owned by
the service provider and is responsible for managing and mon-
itoring the virtualized physical resources on the underlying
infrastructure. When a service request arrives, the SMO needs
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

Symbols Descriptions

E, I,L Set of ESs, services, overlay links
Mi Set of SFs in service i ∈ I
R
i Reliability required by service i ∈ I

L
i Latency requirements by service i ∈ I

Υi,j Set of ESs with instances deployed for SF mi,j

Pi Set of routing paths for service i

Pi
Set of paths in Pi that violate the latency requirement

Ce Computing capacity of ES e ∈ E
Be,e′ Bandwidth capacity of link (e, e′) ∈ L
pi,k k-th routing path in Pi

ρi Primary routing path for service i
p̃i,k,j j-th ES on path pi,k

ρ̃i,j j-th ES on path ρi

τe Cost of unit computing resources on ES e ∈ E
κe,e′ Cost of unit bandwidth resources on link (e, e′) ∈ L
re Hardware reliability of ES e ∈ E

mi,j j-th SF in service i ∈ I
ri,j Software reliability of SF mi,j

ci,j Computing resources required by SF mi,j

bi,j Bandwidth resource required by the traffic from SF mi,j

le,e′ Propagation latency on link (e, e′) ∈ L
lie Propagation latency from the source of service i to ES e ∈ E

Decisions Descriptions
xi,j
e Binary variable indicating whether to deploy the instance of

SF mi,j to ES e

yi,je Binary variable indicating whether to set the instance deployed
on ES e for SF mi,j as the primary instance

zi,j
e,e′ Binary variable indicating whether the outgoing traffic from

SF mi,j traverses link (e, e′)

to implement the service into the underlying infrastructure and
monitor it continuously. The SMO is implemented by fault-
tolerant software-defined network (SDN) controllers [29] and
is considered reliable.

The above system architecture is designed based on the
NFV architecture specified by ETSI [26], and it can be well
integrated into the 5G system (5GS) to serve mission-critical
applications and network services. In 5GS [30], [31], SMO
is owned by network service producers, and accepts requests
from network function service consumers, and implements net-
work services into the underlying infrastructure in the form
of microservices according to their latency and reliability
requirements.

2) Highly-Reliable and Low-Latency Service Provisioning:
In our dynamic NFV-ECS, the service requests arrive one by
one and need to be deployed to the underlying infrastructure
immediately. To meet the service reliability, we may need
to provide backups for its component SFs. Besides, we also
need to select the primary instances to forward the traffic of
the service. Therefore, we need to make the following three
decisions: i) how many instances are needed for each SF,
with one as the primary instance and the other as the backup,
ii) which ESs to deploy these SF instances to, iii) which instance
is selected as the primary instance to forward traffic. For ease of
understanding, we give an example as shown in Fig. 2. There
is a service consisting of three SFs A, B, and C. We deploy
instances of these three SFs to the underlying infrastructure,
where the primary instances are selected to forward traffic.

Moreover, we also deploy a backup instance for SF B to im-
prove its reliability. Once the primary instance of SF B fails,
its traffic will be redirected to its backup instance to mask the
failure and maintain service.

B. Problem Analysis

Our research investigates how to support dynamically ar-
riving services under limited resource capacity to meet their
reliability and latency requirements while minimizing resource
cost. Next, we analyze and formalize the cost model, along with
service completeness, primary instance, capacity, latency, and
reliability constraints.

1) Cost Model: Implementing SFs in infrastructure will
introduce financial costs, including computational costs and
bandwidth costs. Specifically, deploying primary and backup
instances for the component SFs of service i incurs compu-
tational resource costs, while forwarding its traffic between
primary SF instances incurs bandwidth resource costs.3 Hence,
the resource cost of service i can be formalized as

Ci =
∑

j∈Mi

∑

e∈E
τec

i,jxi,j
e ,+

∑

j∈Mi

∑

e,e′∈L
bi,jκe,e′z

i,j
e,e′ , ∀i ∈ I,

(1)

where xi,j
e is a binary variable indicating whether to deploy the

instance of SF mi,j to ES e. And, zi,je,e′ is a binary variable
indicating whether the traffic of service i traverses link (e, e′).
It should be noted that, similar to [8], the off-site backup (rather
than on-site backup) strategy is adopted in our research. This
backup strategy provides backup instances on geographically
separated ESs for the primary VNF instance, which can provide
higher reliability and is suitable for applications with high-
reliability requirements.

2) Service Completeness Constraints: For each service, at
least one instance of its component SF needs to be deployed to
ensure its normal operation. This can be formulated as

∑

e∈E
xi,j
e ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈Mi. (2)

3) Primary Instance Constraints: Each SF in each service
needs to deploy a primary instance for forwarding its traffic
(Eq. (3)), and other instances serve as backup instances. The
instance on ES e can be served as the primary instance of SF
mi,j only if the instance of the SF is deployed on the ES (Eq.
(4)). The traffic from SF mi,j traverses link (e, e′) only if its
primary instance is located at ES e and the primary instance of
its successor SF mi,j+1 is located at ES e′ (Eq. (5)). The above
conditions can be formalized as

∑

e∈E
yi,je = 1, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈Mi, (3)

3It should be noted that the bandwidth on non-primary routing paths is
allocated only when failures occur; otherwise it will result in overwhelming
bandwidth resource cost for exponential routing paths. Although these paths
may not be allocated enough bandwidth due to insufficient link bandwidth,
this is negligible, since the network is highly redundant and designed for
traffic peaks, its average link utilization is only 30-40% [32]. Besides, these
costs are negligible due to infrequent failures. For example, a reliability of
0.99 means that its downtime only accounts for 1% of the total running time.
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Fig. 3. An example to illustrate the potential paths of the routing traffic of
a service.

xi,j
e ≥ yi,je , ∀i ∈ I, j ∈Mi, e ∈ E , (4)

zi,je,e′ = yi,je yi,j+1
e′ , ∀i ∈ I, j ∈Mi, (e, e′) ∈ L, (5)

where yi,je is a binary variable indicating whether to set
the instance deployed on ES e for SF mi,j as the pri-
mary instance. Obviously, once yi,je is determined, zi,je,e′

is determined.
4) Capacity Constraints: The computational load on each

ES and the communication load on each link should not exceed
their capacity, which can be expressed as

∑

i∈I

∑

j∈Mi

ci,jxi,j
e ≤ Ce, ∀e ∈ E . (6)

∑

i∈I

∑

j∈Mi

bi,jzi,je,e′ ≤ Be,e′ , ∀(e, e′) ∈ L. (7)

5) Latency Constraints: End-to-end latency (E2E) is de-
fined as the time required for a packet to be transmitted from its
source to its destination [33]. We give an example to illustrate
the latency constraint, as follows. As shown in Fig. 3, there is
a client at s that requests a service, which consists of three SFs
A, B, and C. Each of them is deployed with two instances, one
as the primary instance and one as the backup. In this case,
the client’s traffic may traverse any path consisting of these
instances when a failure occurs or does not occur. To satisfy
the latency constraint, we need to prune the paths that violate
the latency requirement. Therefore, based on the above analysis,
we model the latency constraint as follows.

Each SF may be deployed with multiple instances, one as the
primary instance and the others as backups, as shown in Fig. 3.
Then, the set of ESs with instances deployed for SF mi,j can
be denoted as

Υi,j = {e ∈ E|xi,j
e = 1}, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈Mi. (8)

For each service i, its traffic can be routed along any path
consisting of its deployed SF instances. These routing paths can
be denoted as

Pi = {(si,1, ..., si,j , ..., si,|Mi|), ∀si,j ∈Υi,j}, ∀i ∈ I, (9)

where si,j denotes any ES in Υi,j .
E2E latency includes transmission, queuing, processing, and

propagation latency. First, the queuing latency should be neg-
ligible, which can be guaranteed by allocating adequate re-
sources, which is critical for mission-critical applications with

demanding delay requirements.4 Besides, the transmission la-
tency is also negligible because the packets are particularly
small in size. Moreover, the processing latency is also negli-
gible. This is because an SF processes a packet in 0.01-0.1 ms
[34], whereas typical services require latency of 5-100 ms [5].
Finally, propagation latency is non-negligible because ESs are
highly distributed. Propagation latency includes all link latency
on the path and the latency from the source to the first ES on
the path. Then, the E2E latency on any routing path pi,k ∈ Pi

can be expressed as

Li,k =
∑

(e,e′)∈pi,k

le,e′ + lγi,δi,k , ∀pi,k ∈ Pi. (10)

where γi denotes the source of service i and δi,k denotes the
first ES on path pi,k.

Then, the set of routing paths that violate the latency require-
ment can be expressed as

Pi
= {pi,k, ∀pi,k ∈ Pi, Li,k > L

i}. (11)

6) Reliability: Reliability is defined as the probability that
a data packet is successfully transferred within a time period
[10]. For example, VR requires 99.99% reliability and 10 ms
E2E latency. This means that its packets need to be successfully
transmitted within 10 ms with no less than 99.99% probability.
Obviously, latency and reliability are coupled. Besides, relia-
bility refers to a probability term that is distributed from 0 to
1, i.e., Ri ∈ [0, 1].

Next, we first model the service reliability without consid-
ering the latency, and then further model the service reliability
with considering the latency to eliminate the reliability brought
by the path that violates the constraint.

Reliability without latency. For each service i ∈ I, once a
component SF mi,j fails, the entire service fails [6]. Besides,
similar to [6], [8], the virtual link connecting SFs is considered
reliable.5 Then, the service reliability can be defined as

Ri =
∏

j∈Mi

Ri,j , ∀i ∈ I, (12)

where Ri denotes service reliability regardless of latency, and
Ri,j denotes the reliability of SF mi,j .

For each SF, it fails only when its instance fails on all ESs
[37]. Then, the reliability of SF mi,j can be characterized as

Ri,j = 1−
∏

e∈E
(1−Ri,j

e ), ∀i ∈ I, j ∈Mi, (13)

where Ri,j
e indicates the reliability of SF mi,j on ES e.

4It is important to note that providing physical resources in terms of
application demand peaks ensures no queuing latency, which is critical for
mission-critical applications such as remote surgery and autonomous driving.
Queuing latency with drastic changes in load is unacceptable for these
mission-critical applications.

5The reliable virtual links can be achieved by SDN-based multi-path routing
mechanisms [35]. Although there are also backup mechanisms that can restore
failed SFs, such as 1:1 backup [36], it provides a static backup for each
container-based SF. However, it is cost-inefficient. In this work, we explore a
cost-effective service provisioning mechanism.
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An SF fails on an ES only when the SF instance fails, or the
ES fails [37]. Therefore, the reliability of SF mi,j on ES e can
be denoted as

Ri,j
e = ri,jrex

i,j
e , ∀i ∈ I, j ∈Mi, e ∈ E , (14)

Reliability with latency. After considering the latency, the
service reliability may be degraded due to latency constraint
violation. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, a service’s traffic
can traverse A→B′ → C, which is considered reliable when
ignoring latency requirements. However, once traffic traverses
this path, its latency requirement is violated. This is considered
unreliable when considering latency requirements. Therefore,
we need to prune the reliability enhanced by those paths that
violate the latency constraint.

The service reliability is enhanced by path pi,k when the
service’s primary routing path p̃i has SF failures, and all other
backup instances fail, and path pi,k is reliable. Besides, path pi,k

is reliable only when all ES on the path and all components SFs
in the service are reliable. Then, the reliability of path pi,k can
be expressed as

R̂i,k =
∏

j∈Mi

ri,j
∏

e∈pi,k

re, ∀pi,k ∈ Pi
, i ∈ I. (15)

For path pi,k, there may be one or several backup instances
instead of the primary instance, and they work and enhance ser-
vice reliability when their primary instances on path p̃i fail and
the other backup instances fail. Then, the reliability enhanced
by path pi,k can be calculated as

R̃i,k = R̂i,k ·
∏

j∈Mi,ρi,k,j �=ρ̃i,j

(
∏

e∈Υi,j ,e/∈pi,k

(1−Ri,j
e )),

∀pi,k ∈ Pi
, i ∈ I, (16)

where ρi,k,j and ρ̃i,j denote j-th ES in paths pi,k and p̃i,
respectively.

Based on the above analysis, we need to prune the reliability
enhanced by paths that violate constraints after considering
service latency requirements. The reliability of each service i
should be no less than its reliability requirements. This can be
formulated as

�i =Ri −
∑

pi,k∈Pi

R̃i,k ≥ R
i, ∀i ∈ I,

(17)

It should be noted that once all paths violate the latency con-
straint, that is, |Pi|= |Pi|, then �i = 0.

C. Problem Formulation

In summary, the offline version of the reliable and low-
latency service provisioning (RLSP) problem in dynamic en-
vironments can be formulated as

min
xi,j
e

∑

i∈I
Ci

s.t. (1)− (17),

xi,j
e ∈ {0, 1}, yi,je ∈ {0, 1}, zi,je,e′ ∈ {0, 1}.

D. Problem Complexity

1) Hardness Result: We first analyze the hardness of finding
a feasible solution for RLSP problem. Then, we analyze the
hardness of solving RLSP problem in general and realistic
situations in which all service requests are accepted. It should be
noted that in edge computing environments, although each ES
has limited resources, massive distributed ESs provide powerful
computing capabilities. Therefore, it is generally realistic
to have sufficient infrastructure resources to accept all
service requests.

Theorem 1: It is strongly NP-hard to determine whether there
is a feasible solution for RLSP problem.

Proof: See Appendix A (see the supplementary material).
Theorem 2: Assuming all service requests are accepted,

RLSP problem is NP-hard.
Proof: See Appendix B (available online).
Since it is NP-hard to determine whether a feasible solution

exists for RLSP problem, we only need to handle RLSP prob-
lem in a best-effort manner. Moreover, the above theorems rule
out polynomial time algorithms for this problem, even when all
service requests are accepted, unless P =NP .

2) Challenges: Solving RLSP problem while satisfying its
constraints is non-trivial for the following reasons. First, service
requests arrive one by one, and current decisions may have an
impact on future decisions, resulting in delayed rewards, while
future service requests are unknown. Second, there are many in-
herent features in RLSP problem, such that making deployment,
backup and primary selection decisions with optimal or near-
optimal resource costs is complicated. These features include
heterogeneous resource capacity, resource cost and hardware
reliability of the underlying infrastructure. Each service consists
of different SFs, each of which has different software relia-
bility and resource requirements. Third, RLSP problem is ac-
companied by high-dimensional constraints, including latency,
reliability, and capacity constraints, that hinder the search for
feasible solutions. Fourth, as shown in Eq. (9), providing any
number of instances per SF may cause an exponential increase
in the number of routing paths. As a result, reliability cannot be
verified in polynomial time. For example, in NFV-ECS, there
is a service with 7 SFs and 20 ESs. If each SF is deployed with
one instance at each ES, there exist 207 = 1.28 ∗ 109 routing
paths, which is unacceptable.

IV. SAFEDRL ALGORITHM

In this section, we design a safe DRL (SafeDRL) algorithm
to address the challenges mentioned above. Specifically, we first
clarify the algorithm framework and the motivation behind it,
then elaborate on the algorithm details, and finally analyze its
theoretical properties.

A. Algorithm Framework

1) Motivation for Algorithm Framework: As discussed in
the previous section, there are three challenges to solving RLSP
problem. The first challenge is that in dynamic environments,
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Fig. 4. Algorithm framework.

Fig. 5. Solution space, where the red area denotes the feasible solution
space, and the green area denotes the infeasible solution space.

service requests arrive dynamically, which brings delayed re-
wards. To address this challenge, DRL is adopted to solve multi-
stage decision problems in dynamic environments, capturing
delayed rewards. As shown in Fig. 4, DRL contains two entities,
the environment and the agent. First, the agent discovers the
state from the environment, takes action based on the state, and
acts on the environment. Then, the environment determines a
reward based on the quality of the action. Finally, the agent
updates the policy based on the feedback reward, aiming to
maximize the long-term reward.

The second challenge is how to deal with optimality. In our
RLSP problem, the solution space is huge and grows exponen-
tially. For example, when |E|= 30, Mi = 5, the size of the
solution space for a service is 2150 ≈ 1.4 ∗ 1045. This means
that DRL needs to randomly explore such a huge solution space
to search for the optimal solution, which may lead to suboptimal
solutions and long training times. This is because the solution
space is filled with decisions with many redundant instances,
which are low-quality decisions. For example, in the worst
case, DRL might provide 30 instances for an SF when there
are 30 ESs which is unnecessary for reliability. Moreover, as
shown in Fig. 5, the optimal solution is a critical point. The
critical point refers to a decision in the solution space that
satisfies all constraints, where adding an instance to it will
lead to unnecessary resource cost, and reducing an instance
to it will lead to reliability violation. Therefore, for the sake
of efficiency, we design a pruning algorithm, which prunes
unnecessary instances in the feasible solution output by DRL
to save resource costs without violating any constraints.

The third challenge is how to make decisions to satisfy the
high-dimensional constraints in RLSP problem. In DRL, the
agent conducts trial-and-error exploration in the solution space
to learn a policy that maximizes long-term reward. However,

in RLSP problem, high-dimensional constraints lead to mas-
sive infeasible solutions, which makes random exploration in
DRL frequently violate constraints, which is unacceptable for
mission-critical applications. To address this challenge, we em-
ploy safe reinforcement learning, which aims to learn policies
to maximize long-term rewards while respecting constraints.
Inspired by human intervention-based safe reinforcement learn-
ing algorithms, we design an expert intervention algorithm to
prevent constraint violations. The algorithm is triggered when
the action output by the DRL violates the constraints, and it
tries to replace the action that violates the constraints with a
high-quality feasible solution.

The final challenge is that when providing an arbitrary num-
ber of instances for each SF, the routing paths grow exponen-
tially, which is unacceptable. As mentioned in the previous
section, when |Mi|= 7 and |E|= 20, in the worst case, there
are 207 = 1.28 ∗ 109 routing paths. When determining whether
the decision is feasible, we need to check all these paths to
determine its reliability. Therefore, based on our insight, we
limit the number of instances of each SF to no more than a
constant ε, which is achieved by using top-ε rounding for the
solution output by the neural network.

2) Workflow in Algorithm Framework: As shown in Fig. 4,
our algorithm consists of three components, including DRL in
the agent, pruning algorithm and expert intervention algorithm.
First, the agent discovers the state from the environment and
takes action based on that state. If the action output by the
agent is a feasible solution, the pruning algorithm is called to
prune unnecessary instances in the action, so that the modified
action becomes a critical point in the solution space, which
satisfies the constraints and has no unnecessary SF instances.
On the contrary, if the output action is an infeasible solution, the
expert intervention algorithm is used to replace the infeasible
solution with a high-quality feasible solution. Then, the action
is conducted in the environment and generates corresponding
rewards. Finally, the agent updates the neural network based
on the feedback reward to maximize the long-term reward.

B. Algorithm Design

1) RL Model: RL can be modeled as a tuple 〈S,A,R〉,
which indicate the state, action, and reward, respectively. These
three elements can be modeled as follows.

State. As shown in Fig. 4, the state in the
environment includes information about that newly
arrived service request and ESs. That is, S =
〈Ri,Li, ri,j , ci,j , bi,j , τe, κe,e′ , re, Ce,Be,e′ , le,e′ , l

i
e, ∀j ∈Mi,

e ∈ E , (e, e′) ∈ L〉. In this case, the size of the state is
3|Mi|+ 4|E|+ 3|L|+ 2. Obviously, the state size will
vary with the number of SFs in the service, which does
not match neural networks with fixed input layers. To
overcome this issue, we express information about the
service in a redundant manner. This is reasonable because
the number of SFs in typical services does not exceed 7
[38]. Assume that the maximum service length is |M|. Then,
we model the service information with length |M|. If the
service length is less than |M|, we fill it with zero. Then,
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Algorithm 1 DRL Algorithm
Input: Parameters in RLSP.
Output: xi,j

e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ : decision variables.
1: xi,j

e , yi,je ↼ call DDPG;
2: /*Top-ε Rounding*/
3: xi,j

e ↼ 0, ∀j ∈Mi, e ∈ E ;
4: for j ∈Mi do
5: for iteration ∈ {1, 2, ..., ε} do
6: e ↼ argmaxe{xi,j

e |xi,j
e = 0, ∀e ∈ E};

7: xi,j
e ↼ perform rounding on xi,j

e ;
8: end for
9: e ↼ argmaxe{yi,je |xi,j

e = 1, ∀e ∈ E};
10: yi,je ↼ 1;
11: Caculate zi,je,e′ based on Eq. (5);
12: end for

S = 〈Ri,Li, ri,j , ci,j , bi,j , τe, κe,e′ , re, Ce,Be,e′ , le,e′ , l
i
e, ∀j ∈

{1, ..., |M|}, e ∈ E , (e, e′) ∈ L〉. Then, the state size is
3|M|+ 4|E|+ 3|L|+ 2.

Action. The action is needed to make backup, deployment,
and primary instance selection decisions (e.g., xi,j

e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ ).
Since zi,je,e′ can be obtained by Eq. (5), after yi,je is deter-
mined. Then, the action can be denoted as A= 〈xi,j

e , yi,je , ∀j ∈
Mi, e ∈ E , e′ ∈ E〉. The action size is 2|M|i|E|. The action size
varies with the number of SFs in the service. Similar to the state
model, we also model the agent’s action in a redundant manner.
Then, A= 〈xi,j

e , yi,je , ∀j ∈ {1, ..., |M|}, e ∈ E〉, and the action
size is 2|M||E|.

Reward. The reward is the feedback from the environment
that indicates the quality of the action. In RLSP problem, we
aim to minimize the resource cost. The higher the resource
cost, the smaller the reward. Besides, once the action output
by the agent violates the constraint, it may lead to service
request rejection and revenue loss, which should be punished.
Therefore, we can define the reward as R=−Ci − ρoi, where
oi indicates whether the output action violates the constraint, oi

is 0 if it is satisfied, and 1 otherwise. ρ is a constant indicating
the penalty factor.

2) DRL Algorithm: DRL is designed for the agent. In the
RL model above, the state is continuous, and the action is
large-scale and discrete. Therefore, we adopt a typical DRL
algorithm, called DDPG [19], which can effectively deal with
continuous state and large-scale discrete action. After defining
the action, state, and reward above, the DDPG is specified.
However, as mentioned above, for the fourth challenge, in the
worst case, the neural network may deploy instances for each SF
on all ESs, resulting in the exponential time required to verify
the feasibility of the decision. We address this challenge based
on the following insights.

Lemma 1: When the latency requirement is negligible, pro-
viding ε= 4 instances for each SF satisfies almost all service
reliability requirements in the general case, where ri,j ≥ 0.995,
re ≥ 0.99, |M| ≤ 7.

Proof: See Appendix C (available online).
The above insight inspired us to limit the number of

instances provided for each SF, which does not sacrifice

Algorithm 2 Pruning Algorithm

Input: xi,j
e : action output by DRL agent.

Output: A: binary variable indicates whether to accept the
request; xi,j

e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ : decision variables.
1: A↼ 1;
2: while True do
3: Calculate Ψi,j

e , ∀j ∈Mi, e ∈ E by Eq. (18);
4: H= {(j, e), ∀j ∈Mi, e ∈ E|xi,j

e = 1,Δi,j
e = 0};

5: if H is empty then
6: A↼ 0, Break;
7: end if
8: j, e= argmaxj,e{Ψi,j

e , ∀(j, e) ∈H};
9: xi,j

e ↼ 0;
10: Calculate �i by Eq. (17);
11: end while

feasible solutions while avoiding the exponential time to verify
feasible solutions.6 Thus, we redefine the output of DDPG
as A= 〈xi,j

e , yi,je , ∀j ∈ {1, ..., |M|}, e ∈ E〉, where xi,j
e , yi,je ∈

[0, 1]. Then, we perform top-ε rounding for xi,j
e to obtain xi,j

e ,
as shown in Algorithm 1. This is used to ensure that the number
of instances of each SF in the action output by the DRL does
not exceed ε, further ensuring that each action can be verified
as a feasible solution in polynomial time. Then, we select the
instance on the ES with the maximum value (yi,je ) as the primary
instance of SF mi,j . After that, we can determine which links
the service’s traffic traverses via Eq. (5). The details of the
DDPG algorithm are omitted for brevity, and please refer to
[19] for details.

3) Pruning Algorithm: As mentioned above, when a DRL
agent outputs an action that does not violate constraints, it may
contain unnecessary instances. For optimality, we need to de-
sign a pruning algorithm that removes unnecessary instances of
the action without sacrificing constraints. Naturally, we need to
decide which instances to prune preferentially. For this purpose,
we define a priority

Ψi,j
e = τec

i,j (18)

The motivation behind the definition is that we prefer to prune
instances with high resource cost, which leads to more resource
cost reduction.7

Then, the pruning algorithm is designed as shown in Algo-
rithm 2. In the algorithm, we iteratively prune unnecessary in-
stances for the action. Specifically, we first calculate the priority
for each instance. Then, we further record those instances that
can be pruned without violating constraints (Δi,j

e is a binary
variable indicating whether the constraint will be violated after
the instance of SF mi,j on ES e is pruned.). If no instances
can be pruned (otherwise, the constraint is violated), the prune
operation is terminated. Otherwise, we prune the instance with
the highest priority.

6For example, when |E|= 20, |Mi|= 7, ε= 4. In the worst case, there
are 47 = 16384 possible routing paths. This is acceptable.

7Reliability is ignored in the priority definition, due to the slight loss of
reliability caused by pruning an SF instance. Moreover, once pruning an SF
results in a reliability violation, it is excluded.
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4) Expert Intervention Algorithm: The expert intervention
algorithm is designed to output a high-quality solution to re-
place the constraint violation action output by DRL. There-
fore, in this algorithm, we need to make resource-efficient
backup, deployment, and primary instance selection decisions
to meet the reliability and latency requirements of the service.
Next, we give the following three insights to guide the above
three decisions.

Backup. Although more backups may bring higher reliabil-
ity, it also incurs higher resource costs. Therefore, we need to
determine how to provide backups cost-effectively to meet the
service reliability requirements.

Lemma 2: Service reliability is less than or equal to the
reliability of the SF with the lowest reliability, that is, �i ≤
min{Ri,j , ∀j ∈Mi}.

Proof: Based on Eq. (17), we have

�i =Ri −
∑

pi,k∈Pi

R̃i,k ≤Ri =
∏

j∈Mi

Ri,j , (19)

where the inequality holds because the path reliability is not
less than 0, that is, R̃i,k ≥ 0. The second equality is based on
Eq. (12).

Since 1≥Ri,j ≥ 0, based on Eq. (19), we have

�i ≤Ri,j , ∀j ∈Mi. (20)

This implies,

�i ≤min{Ri,j , ∀j ∈Mi}. (21)

The above lemma inspires us to provide backup for the SF
with the lowest reliability to efficiently improve the service
reliability to meet its reliability requirements.

Deployment. Deploying SF instances to reliable ESs may
bring higher resource costs, but may face higher charges. There-
fore, we define a priority metric to measure the reliability im-
provement per unit of resource cost as

φi,j
e =

Θj,e −�i

τeci,j
, (22)

where �i is the reliability obtained by the current decision,
and Θj,e denotes the reliability obtained after further deploying
an instance on the ES e for SF mi,j . The motivation behind
this priority definition is that we prefer to deploy SF instances
to the ES that brings higher reliability improvements per unit
resource cost.

Primary instance selection. As mentioned earlier, each SF
is deployed with no more than ε (ε= 4) instances, and generally,
each service consists of no more than 7 SFs (|M| ≤ 7) [39],
resulting in a small solution space (≤ 47 = 16384) after the
backup and deployment decision (xi,j

e ) is determined. Thus, we
can explore all possible primary instance selection decisions to
obtain the most cost-effective one, while traffic is forwarded on
the primary instances without exceeding link capacity.

Based on the above insight, we designed the expert inter-
vention algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm,
we first initialize the decisions and service reliability. We then

Algorithm 3 Expert Intervention Algorithm
Input: Parameters in RLSP.
Output: A: binary variable indicates whether to accept the

request; xi,j
e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ : decision variables.

1: A↼ 1;
2: �i ↼ 0, xi,j

e ↼ 0, yi,je ↼ 0, zi,je,e′ ↼ 0, ∀j ∈Mi, e ∈ E ;
3: while �i < R

i do
4: Calculate Ri,j , ∀j ∈Mi by Eq. (16);
5: j ↼ argminj∈Mi{Ri,j |

∑
e∈E x

i,j
e ≤ ε};

6: E ′ ↼ {e ∈ E|xi,j
e ↼ 0, Ce ≥ ci,j};

7: if E ′ is empty or j =None then
8: A↼ 0, Break;
9: end if

10: Calculate φi,j
e , ∀e ∈ E ′ by Eq. (22);

11: e ↼ argmaxe∈E′ φi,j
e ;

12: xi,j
e ↼ 1;

13: Ce ↼Ce − ci,j ;
14: Update �i by Eq. (17);
15: end while
16: if A= 1 then
17: Calculate Pi,Pi

based on Eq. (9) and Eq. (11);
18: p̃i ↼ argmin

pi,k∈Pi−Pi{
∑

j∈Mi

∑
e,e′∈L bi,jκe,e′z

i,j
e,e′ |∑

j∈Mi bi,jz
i,j
e,e′ ≤ Be,e′ , (e, e

′) ∈ pi,k};
19: if p̃i =None then
20: A↼ 0, Break;
21: end if
22: zi,je,e′ ↼ 1, ∀(e, e′) ∈ p̃i;
23: Caculate yi,je based on Eq. (5);
24: Be,e′ ↼ Be,e′ −

∑
j∈Mi bi,jz

i,j
e,e′ , ∀(e, e′) ∈ p̃i;

25: end if

iteratively add instances to the service to meet its reliability
constraints. Specifically, we first calculate the reliability of each
SF and obtain the one that has the lowest reliability and has no
more than ε instances. Subsequently, we record those ESs with
sufficient capacity to accommodate the selected SF. Then, we
calculate the priority of each ES and extract the ES with the
highest priority. Further, we add instances on the ES with the
highest priority for the SF with the lowest reliability. The above
operations are terminated until service reliability is satisfied, no
ESs are available to accommodate SF instances, or all SFs have
ε instances. If the reliability is satisfied, we calculate the set
of paths (Pi − Pi

) that do not violate the latency constraint
based on Eq. (9) and Eq. (11), and select the one with the
minimum resource cost and meeting the capacity constraint
from them. Based on this, we obtain the primary instance se-
lection decision and update the remaining link capacity (the
capacity of links and ESs remains unchanged when the service
is rejected).

5) SafeDRL: The SafeDRL algorithm workflow is shown
in Algorithm 4. The algorithm is triggered when a new service
request arrives. The algorithm first calls DRL algorithm to make
an action. If this action is a feasible solution, then the pruning
algorithm is invoked to prune unnecessary instances for it to
save resource costs without violating constraints. Conversely, if
the decision is an infeasible solution, then an expert intervention
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Algorithm 4 SafeDRL Algorithm
Input: Parameters in RLSP.
Output: A: binary variable indicates whether to accept the

request; xi,j
e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ : decision variables.

1: xi,j
e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ ↼ Algorithm 1;

2: if xi,j
e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ is feasible then

3: xi,j
e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ ,A↼ Algorithm 2;

4: else
5: xi,j

e , yi,je , zi,je,e′ ,A↼ Algorithm 3;
6: end if

algorithm is invoked to replace the decision with a high-quality
solution.

C. Algorithm Analysis

Next, we analyze the theoretical properties of our algo-
rithm, including the algorithm complexity and its approxi-
mation ratio.

1) Algorithm Complexity: In SafeDRL algorithm, the com-
putational complexity in the offline training process is pro-
portional to the size of the training data and the training
period. After offline training, we can leverage the trained model
to perform online inference, i.e., make backup, deployment
and primary instance selection decisions for newly arrived
services. Since the training process is run offline, we mainly
focus on the computational complexity in the online running
process [15].

Theorem 3: In SafeDRL algorithm, the online running pro-
cess runs in O(NM2 +M|E|+ |L|+ |E|2).

Proof: As shown in Algorithm 4, SafeDRL algorithm in-
cludes three algorithms, called DRL algorithm, expert inter-
vention algorithm and pruning algorithm. We first analyze
the complexity of DRL algorithm. Assume that there are N

hidden layers in the neural network of DRL algorithm, each
layer contains M neurons. As the RL model, the state size is
3|M|+ 4|E|+ 3|L|+ 2 and the action size is 2|M||E|. That
is, the input and output layers of DRL’s neural network con-
tain 3|M|+ 4|E|+ 3|L|+ 2 and 2|M||E| neurons. Then, the
DRL algorithm runs in O(NM2 +M|M||E|+M|L|). Second,
we analyze the complexity of the pruning algorithm. In the
worst case, with |M||E| instances, pruning one instance takes
O(|M||E|). Checking whether the number of instances of each
SF exceeds a threshold needs O(|M||E|). Therefore, the prun-
ing algorithm runs in O(|M|2|E|2). Finally, we analyze the
complexity of the expert intervention algorithm. In the worst
case, the algorithm adds ε|M| instances to a service, adding one
instance runs in O(|M||E|). Besides, in the worst case, there
are ε|M| paths that satisfy the latency constraint, and calculate
the bandwidth cost of each one and check its capacity constraint
consumption O(|L|+ |M|2). Note that, |M| and ε are no more
than a small constant. Thus, the expert intervention algorithm
runs in O(|E|+ |L|). Obviously, based on the above analysis,
the SafeDRL algorithm runs in O(NM2 +M|E|+ |L|+ |E|2).

2) Algorithm Approximation: To facilitate the following
theoretical analysis, we define two variables

τmin =min{τe, ∀e ∈ E},
τmax =max{τe, ∀e ∈ E},
κmin =min{κe,e′ , ∀(e, e′) ∈ L},
κmax =max{κe,e′ , ∀(e, e′) ∈ L}. (23)

Theorem 4: When all service requests are accepted, Safe-
DRL algorithm approximates the optimal solution by factor
max{ ετmax

τmin
, κmax

κmin
}.

Proof: See Appendix D (available online).

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we first present the evaluation settings, then
discuss the simulation results.

A. Settings

Evaluation environment. We implement a Python-based
simulator and use PyTorch to build the machine learning frame-
work. All simulations are conducted on a computer with 8-Core
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 3.19GHz, 16G RAM.

Microservice. In our evaluation, Each service consists
of 1-7 microservices, which are typical microservice chain
lengths [39]. Besides, the computational and bandwidth re-
source required by each microservice is derived from the
Alibaba cluster-trace-microarchitecture-v2022 trace data [40].
Besides, the software reliability of microservices is distributed
in [0.995, 0.99999] [41]. Moreover, the reliability requirements
of services are distributed in [0.99, 0.999999], and the latency
requirements of services are distributed in [5-10] ms [5].

Edge Sites. In our evaluation, there are 30 ESs, which are
interconnected by overlay links. Each link has a latency in the
range of [1-10] ms [42]. The computing resource on each ES is
also derived from the Alibaba cluster-trace-microarchitecture-
v2022 trace data. The hardware reliability is distributed in
[0.99− 0.99999], which is obtained from typical infrastructure
providers [43]. The cost per unit of computing and bandwidth
resources on each ES is distributed between 1-10 units [27],
[28], which is normalized.

Parameters. Each neural network has three layers, and each
hidden layer contains 1024 neurons [44]. The learning rates
for Actor and Critic are 0.001 and 0.003 [14], respectively.
The discount factor is 0.99. The penalty parameter ρ is set to
100, which is set based on the resource cost. Besides, we set
ε= 4, |I|= 20. The requests arrive one by one, in which future
requests are unknown. The above parameters are adopted as
default settings unless otherwise specified. All the data points
are collected from 20 runs.

Algorithms Comparison. We evaluate SafeDRL with the
following algorithms.

• DRL: This algorithm is a simplified version of our algo-
rithm, where the action output by DRL [19] is directly
applied to the environment.

• EI: The expert intervention (EI) algorithm is a simplified
version of our algorithm and is designed based on our
insights without DRL assistance.
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Fig. 6. Compared with the optimal solution in resource cost and execution
time.

• RABAI: This is an improved version of RABA [6], where
both hardware and software reliability are considered.

• RDSSAI: This is an improved version of RDSSA [9],
where DRL is used to make deployment decisions.

• Optimal solution: The optimal solution is obtained by
exploring the solution space by the branch and bound
method.

B. Simulation Result

1) Optimality: We evaluate the optimality of our algorithm
by comparing it with the optimal solution in terms of resource
cost and execution time. Since solving the optimal solution is
time-consuming, we set |E|= 5, |M|= 1, which is a small-
scale special case.8 The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), our algorithm is always close to the
optimal solution in terms of resource cost. In the worst case,
when the number of service requests is 3, the resource cost
of our algorithm and the optimal solution is 10.37 and 8.78,
respectively. This means that the gap between our algorithm
and the optimal solution is no more than 15.34%. Besides, the
standard deviation of our algorithm and the optimal solution
is no more than 6.71. Therefore, our algorithm has good op-
timality and is close to the optimal solution, especially in our
algorithm, future requests are unknown.9

The execution time results of our algorithm and the optimal
solution are shown in Fig. 6(b). The execution time of our
algorithm is significantly faster than that of the optimal solution.
When there are 5 service requests, the execution time of our
algorithm is 0.19 s, while it takes 2369 s to obtain the optimal
solution. That is, our algorithm is 12468 times faster than the
optimal solution. This is because the optimal solution algo-
rithm needs to explore the optimal solution in a huge solution
space, which is time-consuming, even after branch and bound.
Moreover, the execution time of the optimal algorithm increases
exponentially, which is unacceptable. Therefore, we conclude
that our algorithm has good optimality and can be well close
to the optimal solution while running significantly faster than
solving the optimal solution.

2) Superiority: We evaluate the superiority of our algorithm
by comparing it with other algorithms in resource cost and

8The reason for this setting is to obtain the optimal solution in a suitable
time, where the optimal solution is obtained by exploring a huge solution
space, which grows exponentially as |E| and |M| increases. For example,
when |E|= 5, |M|= 2, |I|= 5, the optimal solution was not obtained after
24 hours of running, let alone 20 runs for averaging.

9In the optimal solution algorithm, all service requests are known.

Fig. 7. Compared with other solutions in resource cost.

Fig. 8. Compared with other solutions in service acceptance ratio.

service acceptance ratio. The resource cost includes bandwidth
resource cost and computing resource cost. The results are
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the resource cost of our algorithm
is always lower than other algorithms under different
numbers of services. When there are 20 ESs, the average
resource costs of EI, SafeDRL, DRL, RABAI, and
RDSSAI are 300.87, 256.77, 674.38, 506.65, and 719.26,
respectively. That is, SafeDRL algorithm can reduce the
resource cost by 14.66%, 61.93%, 49.32% and 64.3%
compared to EI, DRL, RABAI and RDSSAI. This also means
that our algorithm can reduce the resource cost by up to
49.32% compared to existing algorithms (RABAI, RDSSAI).
This is because, compared with rule-based algorithms (EI,
RABAI), SafeDRL can effectively capture delayed rewards
and can more effectively extract the rules behind complex
environments by neural networks. Compared with DRL-based
algorithms (DRL, RABAI), SafeDRL algorithm can use a
pruning algorithm to prune unnecessary instances, which
is helpful for exploring the solution space more efficiently
and avoiding unnecessary action exploration. Besides, as the
number of service requests increases, the resource cost of the
four algorithms increases, as more services consume more
resource cost. Similar results can be found in Fig. 7(b), the
resource cost of our algorithm is always lower than other
algorithms under different numbers of ESs. When there are
40 ESs, SafeDRL algorithm can reduce the resource cost by
24.37%, 72.95%, 50.32%, and 48.03% compared to EI, DRL,
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RABAI, and RDSSAI. This means that our algorithm can
reduce the resource cost by up to 48.03% compared to existing
algorithms (RABAI, RDSSAI).

Fig. 8 shows the results of our algorithm and other algo-
rithms on service acceptance ratio under different number of
ESs, service latency and reliability requirements. As shown in
Fig. 8(a), our SafeDRL and EI algorithms always accept all
service requests, while DRL, RDSSAI, and RABAI algorithms
suffer from frequent service request rejections. For example,
when there are 20 service requests, the service acceptance ratios
of algorithms DRL, RABAI, and RDSSAI are 33%, 19%, and
45%. This means that our algorithm can improve the service
acceptance ratio of existing algorithms (RABAI and RDSSAI)
by 81% and 55%. This is due to the fact that existing reliable
service provisioning algorithms ignore latency, which can lead
to potential reliability violations. Moreover, DRL and RDSSAI
algorithms need to explore the solution space with massive
infeasible solutions in a trial-and-error manner, which results in
frequent violations of constraints for output actions. In addition,
as the number of ES increases, the service acceptance ratio of
DRL gradually increases. This is because in DRL algorithm,
more ESs lead to more ESs being deployed with instances for
each SF. Similar results can be found in Fig. 8(b), SafeDRL
and EI can still accept all service requests. In addition, com-
pared to L

i = 5, in DRL, RDSSAI and RABAI algorithms,
the service acceptance ratio is higher when L

i = 10. This is
because the looser the latency requirements of each service, the
fewer paths violate the latency constraints, and the more reliable
they are.

As shown in Fig. 8(c), SafeDRL and EI can still accept
all service requests, while service requests are frequently re-
jected in DRL, RDSSAI, and RABAI algorithms under dif-
ferent service reliability requirements. When R= 0.99, the re-
liability acceptance ratio of DRL, RABAI, and RDSSAI are
88.0%, 37.5%, and 54.5%. Besides, the service acceptance
ratio of DRL algorithm gradually decreases with the increase
in reliability requirements. This is because higher reliability
requirements lead to more infeasible solutions in the solu-
tion space, and random exploration will lead to more frequent
constraint violations. The service acceptance ratio of RDSSAI
algorithm does not decrease significantly with the increase in
reliability requirements because it provides more instances for
a service when it has higher reliability requirements. Similar
results can be found in Fig. 8(d). In conclusion, the above
simulation results verify the superiority of our algorithm over
other algorithms in terms of resource cost and service accep-
tance ratio.

Fig. 9 shows the results of our algorithm and other algorithms
on the average number of SF backups under different reliability
requirements. As the reliability requirement increases, the num-
ber of SF backups in all algorithms increases gradually, because
higher reliability requires more backup instances. Besides,
our algorithm consumes fewer backup instances compared to
DRL, since redundant backup instances are pruned. Moreover,
our algorithm consumes almost or less backup instances to
meet service reliability, which means that our algorithm can
meet service requirements more resource-efficiently. Note that

Fig. 9. Compared to other solutions in average number of SF backups.

Fig. 10. Compared to other solutions in convergence and execution time.

another reason our algorithm consumes less cost is that it is
more cost-efficient. Finally, the number of backups is slightly
less as the latency requirements are looser. This is because
lower latency requirements result in more paths meeting the la-
tency requirements, which in turn leads to higher reliability and
fewer backups.

3) Practicality: We evaluate the practicality of our algo-
rithm by comparing it with other algorithms in terms of con-
vergence and execution time. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
As shown in Fig. 10(a), the total cost of RABAI and our EI
algorithms is 522.58 and 372.76, respectively. The total cost
includes the resource cost and the penalty cost due to con-
straint violation. This shows that the EI algorithm we designed
has good performance. More importantly, both our SafeDRL
and DRL gradually converge to a lower resource cost with
increasing training episodes, while the total cost of RABAI is
jittery. This may be due to the fact that RDSSAI algorithm
may be frequently penalized for constraint violations, resulting
in non-convergence. Besides, SafeDRL algorithm converges to
the lowest value (262.44) among these algorithms. This demon-
strates that our SafeDRL has good optimality and convergence.
As shown in Fig. 10(b), the execution time of our algorithm
is longer than other algorithms. This is due to our algorithm
combining three algorithms, which involve more complex pro-
cessing. Nonetheless, we can find that the average execution
time of SafeDRL is always less than 1 s, which is acceptable
for service provisioning. Besides, the algorithm can also be
accelerated by hardware acceleration, such as GPU.

VI. CONCLUSION

Achieving high-reliable and low-latency service resources
cost-effectively is challenging in dynamic environments, due to
the delayed rewards brought by future service requests, high-
dimensional resource constraints, and heterogeneous infras-
tructure and service requests. To capture these challenges, we
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formulate the reliable and low-latency service provision prob-
lem as a nonlinear integer programming problem, prove its NP-
hardness, and analyze its challenges. To address the problem
and tackle its challenges, we design a SafeDRL algorithm for
learning a policy that maximizes long-term rewards to capture
delayed rewards while respecting high-dimensional resource
constraints. Specifically, for optimality, we design a pruning al-
gorithm to prune unnecessary instances in the action that do not
violate constraints. To cope with high-dimensional constraints,
we design an expert intervention algorithm based on our in-
sights to generate high-quality feasible solutions to replace
constraint-violating actions. This algorithm is rigorously proved
to output solutions with bounded approximation guarantees in
general cases. Finally, extensive trace-driven evaluation results
verify that our algorithm significantly outperforms the state-
of-the-art solution in terms of total resource cost and service
acceptance ratio.

Machine learning-driven service provision is an emerg-
ing trend. SafeDRL brings DRL and expert knowledge-based
heuristics into service provisioning to achieve resource cost
efficiency while complying with constraints. Our future work
is to further integrate more novel machine learning techniques,
such as attention mechanism and contrast learning, to achieve
more efficient, flexible, and automated service delivery.
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